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Most of us spend a large part of 
our day at work and eat at least one 
meal (and probably snacks) while 
there. A place where a large portion 
of our food is consumed deserves 
some attention. Here are our top 
tips for eating well at work: 

Eat breakfast.
Even if you consider yourself a non-
breakfast eater or think you have 
been functioning fine without it for 
years, you may be amazed at how 
much better you feel by eating a 
healthy meal in the morning. It will 
jump start your brain function and 
focus for a productive day and also 
does wonders for your metabolism.

For many of us, breakfast has to 
happen on the go. The challenge 
is making it healthy as well. Most 
juices, pre-packaged smoothies, 
granola bars and other breakfast 
mixes are packed with sugar and 
lack the nutrition we really need 
in the morning (namely protein, 
fiber and healthy fat). With a little 
planning ahead, you can get the 
most out of your breakfast. Make 
convenient grab-and-go breakfast 
options by hard boiling and peeling 
eggs for the whole week or making 
smoothie packets to throw in the 
blender each morning.  

Eating Well at Work
Healthy Breakfast Options:

 ■ Oatmeal with a spoonful of peanut 
butter and diced apple

 ■ A hard-boiled egg, handful of nuts, 
and an apple or banana

 ■ Quinoa with berries and nuts
 ■ Scrambled eggs and a small glass 

of 100 percent fruit juice or green 
juice

 ■ Smoothie made with Greek yogurt, 
almond milk, frozen unsweetened 
fruit, and spinach or ground 
flaxseed

 ■ Parfait with cottage cheese or 
Greek yogurt as a base and any 
combination of healthy ingredients 
such as avocado, nuts, flaxseed, 
berries or other fruit.



Eating Well at Work 
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Bring your lunch from home. 
You will save a ton of money and avoid 
the extra calories and environmental 
challenges/temptations associated 
with eating out. Leftovers are your 
best ally. Divide them into lunch-size 
portions in separate Tupperware/
glassware so that you can grab and go 
the next morning. 

Unfortunately, frozen dinners are 
not your friend. Most of them have 
a health claim right in the name 
(Lean Cuisine, Healthy Ones, etc.) 
But, remember to trust the label, 
not the health claim. Low-calorie or 
low-fat claims are trumped by absurd 
amounts of salt and highly processed 
ingredients and a substantial lack 
of nutritional value. There are some 
healthier options (Kashi, etc.) available 
now, but they will run you upwards of 
five dollars each. 

Ditch the candy dish.
Studies conducted by Dr. Wansink 
of the Cornell Food and Brand Lab 
have shown that the closer you are 
to visible food, the more you will eat. 
People who had a candy dish on their 
desk ate an average of nine pieces of 

candy per day. When the dish was put 
in a desk drawer, the average dropped 
to six pieces per day. When it was 
moved just six feet away, the average 
was four pieces per day. The difference 
between nine pieces per day versus 
four is about 12 pounds over the 
course of a year. And, having no candy 
stash at all could save you additional 
pounds. 

Keep a water bottle close. 
Make the paradox of consuming what’s 
close to you work to your advantage. 
If you keep a water bottle at your work 
station, chances are you will drink it. 
Every time you go to the breakroom, 
fill it back up! Most of us operate in a 
state of chronic mild dehydration, so 
drink up. 

For those of us who spend a large 
portion of our day tied to a desk, 
we can easily find ourselves slowly 
hunching over throughout the day. 
Maintaining proper posture can be 
quite challenging, but it won’t improve 
unless we bring some awareness to 
it. Poor posture can cause muscle 
stiffness, pain, weakness, headaches 
and joint problems. Working toward 
improved posture can go a long way 
for our physical comfort at work. 
Here’s a visual you can keep at your 
desk to remind yourself to do a 
posture check-in during the work day. 

Keep spine stacked (head over 
heart, heart over pelvis). Avoid 
jutting out neck. 

Support lower back using an aid 
such as a foam roll if necessary 

Keep 1 to 2 inches between 
chair seat and back of knees 

Feet should be flat on the 
floor or on a foot rest 

Knees should be even with 
or slightly lower than hips 

 

Keep wrists straight (use 
a wrist rest if necessary) 

Top of screen should be at 
eye level 

Computer screen should be 
about 2 feet away from eyes 

“You’l l  never change your l i fe  unti l  you change 
something you do daily.  The secret  of  your 

success  is  found in your daily  routine.” 
– John C  Maxwell

Posture Check
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Ingredients:
1 lb. sugar snap peas, trimmed and 

cut on diagonal
1 small bunch of radishes, trimmed 

and thinly sliced
4 oz. crumbled feta cheese
2 Tbsp. chopped fresh mint
3 Tbsp. olive oil
1-½ Tbsp. lemon juice
1 Tbsp. white or red wine vinegar
1 tsp. lemon zest
Salt and pepper to taste

Directions: 
1. In a large bowl, whisk together 

oil, lemon juice, vinegar, lemon 
zest, salt and pepper. 

2. Add peas, radishes, mint and 
feta cheese and stir to coat. 

3. Salad can be served immediately 
or after several hours to allow 
flavor to marinate. 

Serves 6. 

On the Menu

Nutrition Info 

Per Serving

Calories 144

Carbohydrates 7.7g

Fiber        2.6g

Protein 5.1g

Sodium 226mg

More Peas, Please!
These little green treats belong to the 
legume family along with chickpeas, 
lentils and beans. Legumes sometimes 
get a bad rap because of their starchy 
property; some people say you 
shouldn’t count them as a serving as 
veggies. Peas are an exception, 
however, as they are the only member 
of this family to be marketed and sold 
as a fresh vegetable. They have a 
unique profile that makes them a 
nutritious force. 

Few other foods provide such 
substantial amounts of fiber and protein 
(about 8 to 10 grams each per cup) for 
so few calories (about 115 calories per 
cup). In fact, that’s the same amount of 
protein as 2 tablespoons of peanut 
butter and twice as much fiber as a cup 
of oatmeal! 

In addition, peas are a reliable source 
of omega-3, Vitamins A and C, and 
antioxidants. Production of peas is also 
good for the environment. They work 
with bacteria in the soil to bind nitrogen 
from the air and deposit it in the soil, 
reducing the need for artificial 

fertilizers. After harvest, the remaining 
plant easily breaks down to create more 
organic fertilizer for the soil.

There are three common varieties of 
peas: garden peas, snow peas and 
sugar snap peas. Snap peas are a 
cross-breed of the garden pea and 
snow pea. The pods of snow peas and 
snap peas are edible, while garden 
peas are shucked prior to consumption. 

Keep It Fresh

Only about 5 percent of peas are sold 
fresh. The rest are canned or frozen; 
both can have high levels of sodium, so 
look for “no salt added.” Or, you can 
rinse them prior to eating. As a general 
rule of thumb, frozen peas tend to hold 
nutritional value better than canned 
peas.

If you are purchasing fresh peas, look 
for bright green, firm pods which 
encapsulate nice, full peas. Store them 
in the coolest part of your fridge for no 
more than a week for best flavor.  

Snap Pea &
Radish Salad
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Did you know that the average 
American spends about 55 percent of 
their waking hours in sedentary 
positions such as sitting? We sit for 
our commute to and from work, 
hunker down in an office chair most 
of the day, and then probably do 
some more sitting in front of the TV in 
the evening. 

Even if we do get moving in the 
morning or hit the gym in the evening, 
research has shown that it may not 
be enough to offset the negative 
health consequences of prolonged 
sitting during the day. The good news 
is that there are plenty of ways we 
can peel ourselves out of our chair a 
bit more throughout the workday. Not 
only will this do wonders for our 
physical health and long-term risk of 
disease, it also boosts creativity and 
focus in a big way! Here are some 
tips to get you moving at work:

Equip yourself. Whether it’s replacing 
your chair with a stability ball, 
investing in desk pedals or setting 
aside time to use a resistance band 
at your desk, there are little things we 
can do at our work station to equip 
ourselves for movement.

Use meetings wisely. Meetings can 
be the biggest time sucker of our day 
and most often require us to stay still 
and seated for a long stretch of time. 
Challenge this precedent with these 
ideas:

 ■ Walking meetings: This concept 
has gained popularity in recent 
years. Walking meetings are 
perfect for basic debriefing or 
creative brainstorming that 
includes only two or three people. 
Make sure you communicate to 
attendees in advance so they can 
bring proper footwear. 

 ■ Stand during conference calls. 
Why sit on the phone for that 
mandatory conference call? It’s 
the perfect time to put on your 
headset, stand up and pace!

Get more face time. Rather than 
waste time crafting an email 
message, deliver it in person. Take 
that trip to your coworker’s office for 
some extra steps and face time. 

The same goes for a phone call. 
If you have the time, take a walk to 
visit the person you need to speak to 
in the office. 

Set an alarm. Don’t rely on yourself 
to keep track of how long you’ve been 
sitting. Set an hourly alarm to get up 
and take a one to two minute moving 
break. Stand up and stretch or take a 
lap around the office. Or, set up a 
go-to routine (for example, walk three 
flights of stairs followed by a 
30-second plank) and do this when 
your alarm prompts you.

Restroom breaks. Try using the 
restroom furthest away or on another 
floor. You can also make your 
bathroom breaks a trigger for activity. 
For example, do 10 squats before you 
head back to your desk.

Make it a reward. Every time you 
finish a task, reward yourself with a 
five-minute moving break. Not only is 
this great for your body, but it will 
really help you hit the reset button in 
your brain as well and can greatly 
improve creativity and productivity 
when you return. 

Get Moving on the Job
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Living in a performance-driven 
society, we learn very early in life 
that achievement precedes 
reward. Over time, we can easily 
become more attached to the 
outcome (i.e., achievement) 
rather than the effort invested. 
When we run into roadblocks or 
experience small failures it 
becomes increasingly difficult to 
stay positive and committed to 
our efforts. In our everyday 
tasks, it’s challenging for us to 
find fulfillment due to our 
perception that we are not 
achieving anything important 
when we, for example, compose 
an email, wash dishes or do 
laundry. 

What if we could rewire our 
mental state to be as committed 
to the effort as we are to the 
outcome in these periods of non-
achievement which dominate the 

majority of our day? Researchers 
have found that individuals who 
focus on effort over outcome 
experience more life 
satisfaction. 

This month, we encourage you 
to live with intention between 
mountaintop experiences; 
pause to recognize the hard 
work you do each day. 

If you acknowledge the positive 
energy that you put into each 
task, no matter how mundane 
the job may seem, you will feel 
more fulfilled. For an additional 
boost of happiness, show your 
appreciation to someone else 
for their efforts, even if the 
result isn’t perfect.

Mindful Minute

Name:  RockMyRun
Price:  Free with paid upgrade options
Focus:  Physical Activity

App in a Snap

Kelly Mooney, CBIZ Wellbeing Consultant, found a 

revived energy for her routine using RockMyRun, 

saying “It really helps me pump up my cardio 

workout!” 

Stroke is an emergency brain 
attack that cuts off vital blood flow 
and oxygen to the brain. It is the 
fourth leading cause of death in 
the U.S. and a leading cause of 
adult long-term disability. During a 
stroke, two million brains cells die 
every minute. Strokes can cause 
many sensory, cognitive and 
muscular problems that can last a 
lifetime. The quicker you seek care 
for yourself or someone else 
experiencing a stroke, the better. 

Stroke Awareness
Don’t ignore a warning stroke! The 
technical term for a mini or warning 
stroke is Transient Ischemic Attack 
(TIA). All the signs and symptoms of 
TIA are the same as a normal stroke. 
The only difference is the amount of 
time it lasts. TIAs typically last less 
than five minutes, so if there appears 
to be no major damage afterwards 
people tend to write them off. Always 
act FAST, regardless of how long the 
symptoms last! More than one out 
of three people who experience a 
TIA will go on to have a stroke within 
one year, so it’s important to seek 
medical attention right away! 

ACT FAST at the 
FIRST SIGN of a STROKE

RockMyRun provides fully 
charged musical mixes 
to suit anybody’s cardio 
workout. Mixes include 
all genres of music – 
from pop and rap to 
rock and even country! 
There are songs from 
all decades, right up 
to today’s top hits. 
The mixes vary in 
time and beats per 
minute (BPM). With 
the upgrade features 

you can listen to 
mixes that are longer 
than 45 minutes, set 
the tempo/BPM yourself 

or even have the music 
adjust to your pace! So next time 

you are looking for new music to rock 
your run download this app.

Ask the person to raise 
both arms. Does one arm 
drift downward?

Ask the person to repeat a 
sentence. Does their speech 
sound strange or slurred?

If you observe any of 
these signs, it’s time to 
call 911! 

Ask the person to smile. 
Does one side of the face 
droop?



Getting the Most from Employer Benefits
Financial Focus

Read your benefits guide. Give up the idea that this 
document is one to be skimmed over. Consider it a must-
read document every single year. Make notes as you read 
through the guide so you can ask any questions that you 
need to determine which benefits and health coverage plans 
suit your needs best. Understanding your options is the 
cornerstone of getting the most from your benefits.

Don’t overlook non-medical benefits such as vision, dental, 
disability, life insurance, accident and critical illness 
insurance. Studies have found that younger generations tend 
to be most heavily concerned about paying off debt and bills 
and less than one fourth are concerned about loss of 
income due to disability. However, properly insuring yourself 
is essential to alleviating financial stress and securing a 
stable financial future. 

Save wisely for retirement. Most employers no longer offer 
traditional pension plans, placing the responsibility of saving 
for retirement and investment decisions into your hands. At 
the very least, understand your employer’s matching 
contribution and take full advantage of it, if they offer one. 
For example, if they match 50 percent for up to 6 percent of 
your salary, then you need to be contributing at least 6 
percent in order to receive all of the free money they are 
offering. 

If you are unable to save aggressively for retirement at the 
moment, you should create a plan to increase your 
contributions over time. 

Many retirement plan platforms give you the option to set up, 
automatically, a deferral increase of 1 or 2 percent each 
year. Your goal is saving 10 to 15 percent of your 
compensation, including your employer contributions.

Don’t waste flex spending money. Flex spending is a great 
benefit, but it comes with a use-it-or-lose-it footnote. Be 
aware if your company offers any rollover or grace period for 
using funds so that you can be certain not to lose money. 
 
Participate in wellness initiatives. About 80 percent of 
employers now offer some type of wellness program. Many 
of them include incentives for participating in various 
activities that add up to big savings on premium reductions, 
flex spending contributions or other cost-sharing models. 
These programs are voluntary and confidential and often 
include online wellness assessments, access to fitness and 
nutrition resources, tobacco cessation support, one-on-one 
health coaching and team-based wellness challenges. 

The Wellbeing Insights Newsletter is prepared 

for you by CBIZ ESO. The contributions included 

in this newsletter do not specifically reflect your 

employer’s opinions. Consult your health care 

provider before making any lifestyle changes.

Contributing Writers

Abby Banks ...........Wellbeing Account Manager

Emily Babcock .......Wellbeing Account Manager

Kelly Mooney .......Wellbeing Account Executive

Visit the CBIZ Wellbeing website at

www.cbiz.com/wellbeing
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